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Tigers Play 
Tough Grid 
Card In '37 
ARMY, TULANE, U. of GA. 
ON  SUICIDE   SCHEDULE 
New Card Also Includes Ga. 
Tech, Florida, U.S.C., P.C., 
Wake Forest and Furman 
The Clemson 19 37 football 
schedule which was announced 
yesterday is the hardest ever 
tackled by a Clemson eleven ac- 
cording to Head Coach Jess Nee- 
ly. 
,'Nine games are listed on the 
strenuous schedule which finds 
the Bengals pitted against the 
best in the-Southern and South-) 
eastern conferences. In addition 
the Tigers will cross the Mason- 
Dixon line for a tussle with the 
West Point cadets in New York. 
Only two home games will be 
played next fall. As has been 
customary, the Bengals will open 
with Presbyterian College at 
Clemson, and the only other 
home stand will be when the 
Deacons from Wake Forest in- 
vade   Tigertown   on   Oct.   30. 
Army, Tulane, Georgia, and 
Florida are new names on the 
Clemson schedule roster, takirig 
the places of V. P. I., The Cita- 
del, Alabama, Duke, and Ken- 
tucky. Last season the Tigers 
(Continued on page seven) 
Head Coach Jess Neely of 
the Clemson Tigers yesterday 
announced the signing of 
the toughest schedule ever 
to be undertaken by a local 
football team. 
Jess Neely is Feted 
at Alumni Banquet 
Washington   Group   Honors 
Clemson Coach  and   Staff 
at Recent Meeting 
As a fitting tribute to his suc- 
cessful six-year term as head 
man of Clemson's athletic pro- 
gram, the Washington Chapter 
of Clemson Alumni gave a ban- 
quet at the University Club, Fri- 
day, November 27, in honor of 
Coach Jess Neely. 
Principal speakers of the even- 
ing were Hugh E. Phillips, presi- 
dent of the Washington Chapter, 
and Mr. J. C. Littlejohn, '08, 
popular business manager of 
Clemson college who made a 
brief talk on the new develop- 
ments at Clemson. Motion pic- 
tures of the Clemson-Carolina 
and the Clemson-Kentucky foot- 
ball games were shown after the 
banquet. 
Celebrate  Victories 
The banquet program included 
a celebration of this year's foot- 
ball victories including the sen- 
sational 14-13 win over Georgia 
Tech's Golden Tornado. Tribute 
was payed to Coach Neely and his 
assistants Frank Howard for- 
mer Alabama star; Joe Davis 
former Southwestern star; Earle 
Hoagland, of Purdue; and Bob 
Jones, outstanding Clemson end 
of past years. 
NARAMOR IS ORDERED 
TO POST HUOUISIANA 
Army  Sergeant  Ends   Term 
of Service Here; Is Pop- 
ular With Corps 
Official notice was made here 
early this week that Staff Ser- 
geant Gilbert E'. Naramor has 
been transferred from his duties 
at Clemson as instructor in the 
Department of Military Science 
and Tactics to Louisana State 
University where he will take 
up duties along the same line 
the first of next week. 
. iSergetint Naramor has been a 
'member of the local military 
staff since 1924 and during his 
twelve years at Clemson has 
played an important part in the 
development and advancement of 
the local unit. Much of the ere 
dit is due him for his efforts 
and interest in the school in 
causing it to reach the highest 
attainable standard given any 
Reserve Officers Training Corps 
■unit in the United States. 
Sergeant Aubrey R. Prewitt, 
D. E. M. L., from Headquarters 
4th Corps Area in Atlanta ar- 
rived on the campus yesterday 
to take over his duties as instruc- 
tor of Military Science and Tac- 
tics. He succeeds Sergeant Nar- 
amor. 
Staff Sergeant Naramor after 
serving over-seas during the 
World War continued his mili- 
tary career and since that time 
has served at a number of posts 
over the United States including 
Clemson where he has spent his 
longest apopintment. While at 
Clemson, he served under RvtJ 
Colonels including ^.onels Cole, 
Munson, R. John West, T. S. 
Moorman, and Charles W. Weeks 
the present Commandant and 
Professor of Military Science and 
Tactics. 
FURMAN WINS STATE 
TITLE AS TIGERS ARE 
BEATENJURKEY DAY 
12000 See House of Magic 
Crush Clemson's Cham- 
pionship   Hopes 
KING IS STAR 
DR. SIKES AT COKER 
INAUGURAL PROGRAM 
■Dr. Enoch W. Sikes, former 
president of Coker College, left 
Clemson Tuesday for Hartsville 
where he was present for the 
inauguration of Dr. Sylvester 
Green, now president of that in- 
stitution. 
Dr. GTeen, who recently spoke 
to the cadet corps during a 
chapel period, succeeds Dr. Car- 
lisle Campbell as head of Coker 
College. 
Last Thursday on Riggs Field 
120 00 freezing fans saw Furman 
make a last half come-back after 
being pushed all over the field 
to set the Clemson Tigers on 
their heels and win by a score 
of 12 to 0. 
The first half was all Clemsons, 
gaining 102 yards for 7 first 
downs to Furman 24 yards and 
1 first down. The game was 
marked throughout by brilliant 
line play and tackling. 
Folger Shines 
Mac Folger, the first time he 
carried the ball, burst out around 
to the right, changed pace, then 
swept around end for a gain of 
20 yards. He followed this up 
with 6 yards through - the line. 
On the very next play Captain 
Joe Berry shot one of his arrow 
like passes and again it was Fol- 
ger who was there to receive it. 
A series of line plays placed the 
ball on Fur mans 25 yard line. 
There the Purple Paladins rose 
to meet the issue squelching the 
Tiger attack to thwart a would 
be   touchdown. 
Striving to outwit each other 
Scott, of Furman, and Bailey, or 
Clemson exchanged a series of 
quick kicks . winding up with 
Clemson again on the offensive. 
Another drive faded as the Tig- 
ers aproached the coveted zero 
marker. 
Captain Joe Berry, in his last 
encounter, played a magnificent 
game. Other Bengal backfield 
luminaries were Sanders, Wilis, 
Lawton, and" Bailey. 
King Stars 
The   clutching   hands     of   Bob 
(Continued on page seven) 
Educational Profs 
Attend Conclave 
Kay Signed For Xmas 
Hops December 11-12 
CDA Announces 
Hop Prices ^^ 
The    Engineer's    Christmas 
Hop   featuring     Wesley   Kay 
and  his  orchestra on Decem- 
ber  11  and  12 will have the 
following   prices: 
Cadets 
Friday Night  __..$1.50 
[Saturday  Night "11-1.00 
Cadet   Block   __     -2.00 
Civilians 
Friday  Night $1.75 
Saturday  Night  1.25 
Civilian Block  2.50 
The dance list is now up 
and cadets are urged to place 
their dates' names on it as 
soon as possible in order to 
facilitate   placing. 
Professors  Brock  and   Tate 
Attend American Voca- 
tional Meeting 
The Industrial Education De- 
partment was represented at the 
American Vocational Association 
by Professors H. S. Tate and J. 
L. Brock at a convention held 
this week in San Antonio, Texas. 
South Carolina teachers were 
represented at this meeting by 
Mr. C. W. OejM. '3 5, Director 
of Industrial Education at Green- 
ville High School and Mr. R. B. 
Turner of the Textile Industrial 
Institute of Spartanburg. 
Iota Lambda Sigma 
Before the American Vocation- 
al meeting there was held a 
National Convention of the Iota 
Lambda Sigma. Professors Tate 
and Brock attended this conven- 
tion before meeting with Ameri- 
can   Vocational   Group. 
Wilkie Awed By Statistics Of 
Colossal Thanksgiving Banquet 
NEW AG BUILDING TO 
BE OPENEOJEBBUARY 
Magnificent   New   Structure 
Nears  Completion On 
East Campus 
Officials of the' School of Agri- 
culture announced today that the 
new Agricultural Hall now under 
construction is nearing comple- 
tion and it is expected that the 
building will be open for imme- 
diate occupancy by the first of 
February. 
The construction of this build- 
ing which was made possible 
through an $800,000 loan from 
the Federal Government last year 
along with the New Barrack? 
Program which has been cor. 
pleted is being carried out under 
the plans drawn up by the J. E 
-Sirrine and Company, of Green- 
ville, engineers and R. E. Lee, e 
the local Architectural Depart- 
ment, architect 
This loan which was obtained 
chiefly through the efforts o 
President E'. W. Sikes, Business 
Manager J. C. Littlejohn and 
Senator James F. Byrnes. Forty- 
five per cent of this loan was 
made as a direct grant to the 
college and the remaining fifty- 
five per cent is to be repaid to 
the government over a period of 
years. 
The building design being fol- 
lowed is essentially the same as 
that of Riggs Hall in appearance 
from the outside. The interior 
of the building is quite different 
All materials used in its con- 
struction are fireproof. The four- 
story structure faced with Air- 
dale brick and limestone trim 
with attextured tile roof, is to 
feature numerous ornamental 
decorations symbolic of agricul- 
ture.     . 
The building is to house in ad- 
dition to the various departments 
of the School of Agriculture the 
offices and research laboratories 
of the South Carolina Extension 
-Service and the South Carolina 
Experiment  Station. 
LOCAL ENGINEERS TO 
SPONSOR TWO  BALLS 
Famed Richmond  Bandmas- 
ter to Bring His Orchestra 
Here  for   Event 
By Uncle  Wilkie 
Having always been a bit awed 
by the amount of food consumed 
daily in the mess hall and the ef- 
ficient manner in which the rou- 
tine meals are handled by the 
kitchen and mess hall officials, 
we found ourselves, as a result 
of the recent Thanksgiving 
Feast, possessed with a burning 
desire to find out the details con- 
cerning the preparation of such 
a feed. Consequently rat report- 
ers were sent on a madcap 
chase through] the messhall and 
kitchen to uncover data concern- 
ing these highlights of our pro- 
gram. After days of talking with 
sophomore waiters, kitchen at- 
tendants, and wholesale grocers, 
they finally gathered enough bits 
of information which when pieced 
together give a fairly accurate 
composite picture of how a din- 
ner for one-thousand is planned. 
Private notes of our cub re- 
porter reveal that the news of the 
approach of the date for a Har- 
combe feed is the cause of great 
rejoicing among the farmers of 
(Continued   on page two) 
'Y' DEPUTATION TEAM 
TO PRESENT PROGRAMS 
The Clemson College Deputa- 
tion Team has recently been in- 
vited to present programs at Ash- 
ville, N. C, and Berea College, 
Berea, Kentucky. The delega- 
tion will go to Asheville on De- 
cember 10. 
The deputation team consists 
of members of the local YMCA 
Cabinet and councils and is an 
important activitiy of the YMCA. 
The programs will consist of 
short talks and music by the 
members. 
Wesley Kay and his Orchestra 
will be featured at the Christmas 
dances Friday and Saturday De- 
cember 11 and 12 which are t<j 
be sponsored by the Engineers. 
Kay's band, direct from extended 
engagements at several of the 
better known hotels and resorts 
in the north, has an outfit that 
can boast of everything in the 
dance band line. 
Style Plus 
Kay, known by many as "Mick- 
ey", uses his brass as a back- 
ground for the soft melodies of 
his saxophone much in the same 
manner as does Lombardo. B*ft 
his maestro has something more 
than just that soothing style. He 
has built up an aggregation well 
known for its interpretation of 
today's tempo, in other words 
"swing." 
Playing Bandmaster 
The leader of this band is him- 
self quite an accomplished musi- 
cian. During the course of an 
evening's performance Kay fea- 
tures himself in several numbers 
(Continued on page two) 
Pre-fVSed Tests To 
Be Given Friday 
Aptitude Quiz Given Cadets 
In Lane's Class Room; 
To Aid Students 
Of particular importance to ca- 
dets taking the pre-med course 
in General Science is the an- 
nouncement that the Aptitude 
Test for pre-medical students will 
be given in Professors Lane's 
classroom Friday, December 4, 
at  three  p.  m. 
This aptitude test is given an- 
nually under the auspices of the 
Association of American Medical 
Colleges, and its purpose is to 
give the pre-medical student a 
fairly accurate estimate of his 
special talents or shortcomings in 
regard to the medical profession. 
Through the use of these tests, 
which are taken by thousands of 
students annually, faculty advis- 
ors are enabled to reliably in- 
form students as to the advisabil- 
ity of their continuing their med- 
ical studies. 
Extra  Test  Copies 
Extra   copies  of  the  test  have 
been  ordered  to accomodate  any 
students   who   failed   to   submit 
their names  when the announce-' 
ments   of   the   test   were   made 
Any students who failed to sub- 
mit   their   names   can   take   the 
test   by    reporting    to    Professor 
Lane's classroom at the appointed 
time    A fee of $1.00 is  charged 
b> the Association. 
By Their Words 
'A colonel used to ride me a- 
bout this same stuff when I was 
a ninety-day wonder second-lieu- 
tenant down in Texas. 
—iWalthonr 
Use the army system on tha% 
machine gun. Start with the legs 
and work up. 
—Helton 
If   you   are   positive   that   you 
know nothing about this chapter 
we will pass on to the next one. 
—Sherrill 
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KAY'S ORCHESTRA TO 
PLAY FOR XMAS HOPS 
(Continued  from   page one) 
while he plays either hiss"' 
clarinet, flute, or violin. His ver 
satility runs also in the line of 
director, and his pleasing plat- 
form personality does as much 
toward  making the band as the 
music 
Dark Vocalist 
Alo^ the line of unusualness 
comes Miss Frances Delaney, 
smooth, husky, and Latin. This 
girl vocalist has had much ex- 
perience and never fails to plelse 
any kind of audience. Also in 
this line Kay presents his "3 
K's" trio, which interprets popu- 
lar melodies in a new trio style. 
Kay is a devotee to the old 
tunes and quite a bit of his pro- 
grams is given over to old time 
favorites. 
Bookings 
(Recent engagements of Kay 
and his band included such swank 
spots as The Deauville Hotel in 
Miami, where they were booked 
all last winter, Westchester-Bilt- 
more Country Club, Rye, N. Y., 
the Cavalier Hotel, Virginia 
Beach, Virginia, Danceland Ball- 
room, Cleveland, and Cincinnati's 
Hotel Netherland Plaza. For the 
past few weeks Kay has been 
heading south, playing at several 
colleges and universities on the 
way. Only recently has he gone 
in for college affairs, but several 
northern schools have already 
been well pleased this fall. 
Xinas   Theme 
The decorations will, of course, 
follow holiday lines and stand 
out with wreathes, candies, holly 
trees, and Saint Nicholas. The 
orchestra pit will be a true man- 
tlepiece and fire place, from 
which huge, bulging ' stockings 
will hang. 
The Engineers are planning to 
make this the best dance of the 
fall. Sponsors will be announced 
later. 
The Music Goes 
Round 
NEW EYE 
NBC is really doing things 
during its tenth anniversary. The 
automotive industry is not the 
only big business that keeps com- 
ing out with new designs and 
improvements on their products, 
for the broadcasters have delvea 
right into this thing called tele- 
vision that we used to hear a lot 
about. But this time they real- 
ly have something. 
It has been stated that sets 
can be constructed for not much 
more than the present cost of the 
better models and before long 
these radios will be on the mar- 
ket. This new field takes a dif- 
ferent kind of artist and requires 
much more preparation and a 
new make-up technique. 
The first television program 
to be broadcast went on the air 
November 6 for an audience of 
reporters and broadcasters. It 
was well received and featured 
Hildegarde, pretty songstress, 
and the Inkspots, quartet. Oth- 
er programs are to be presented 
later. The tubes used in tele- 
vision  are  value  at  125,000. 
LOCAL EXPERIMENTS 
AID TAX REFORMERS 
The State of North Carolina 
has recently enacted into law 
the last of what has been de- 
scribed as "five great tax re- 
forms". Mr. Clarence Poe, edi- 
tor of The Progressive Farmer, 
was chairman of the committee 
pressing for these reforms. 
It is interesting to note that 
in presenting its arguments to 
the legislature and to the peo- 
ple, the committee made a fre- 
quent reference to the research 
in taxation published by the 
South Carolina Experiment Sta- 
tion from data collected by the 
branch of the Experiment Station 
at Clemson College. 
>o<—oocz 
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SPEED 
The star musician on Nash's 
CBS Saturday night speedshow is 
Vincent Lopez who tinkles the 
keys in his band. Believe it or 
not in 1925 he and his band 
gave the first Symphony Jazz 
Concert at the Metropolitan Op- 
era House. His success might 
depend upqn his activities which 
he bases on his monthly num- 
erology chart, but he has made 
and   lost   several   fortunes. 
WILKIE DUMBFOUNDED 
BY LOGALAPPETITES 
(Continued  from page one)  » 
SANS   L.EADER 
The Red NBC setup presents 
on Fridays at 5 a feature fronJ 
San Francisco "Meet the Orches- 
tra",   and   you   do   just   that. 
A 17-piece band is heard with- 
out the least bit of directing, 
but shows its capability and skill 
in its operations. A different 
member of the orchestra gives 
the beat at the start of each 
broadcast and certain members 
of the outfit act as announcer 
and broadcast committee chair- 
man! Meredith Willson, west 
coast-musical director is respon- 
sible   for   this   unique   set-up. 
KEYHOLE GOSSIP 
Winchell's news is gleaned for 
him   by  a  veritable  army  of  as- 
sistants   all    over    the    country. 
an(' i They included all classes of peo- 
Iple from the highest of the high 
the south, the producers and 
wholesale grocers of the state, 
the cattle mem of the west, the 
fruit growers of the nation, the 
date raisers of the far East, the 
rice growers of China, and the 
proverbial butcher, baker 
candle-stick   maker. 
Reasons for this widespread in- j^~ financial and social positions 
terest can perhaps be gained t0 the jowly street urchin and 
from a brief study of the follow- newsboy. Yes, the cops come in 
ing statistics procured by a re- for their share of the spoils, too. 
borter caught in a waiters' rush To protect himself however, 
for "seconds" on milk. On last Walter checks every bit of in- 
Thanksgiving eve, Clemson's ca- formation before it goes into his 
det corps did devour at one sit- script and then rewrites that 
ting 1600 packages' of dates, 21 many times before you hear his 
flats of grapes, 11 crates of oran-   mile-a-minute    chatter    in    yottr 
ges, 16 boxes of apples, one-half 
barrel of cranberries, 1600 cakes, 
200 pounds of rice, and 500 
-pounds of sweet potatoes. Inci- 
dentally, 400 pounds of Brazil 
nuts and 400 pounds of wal- 
nuts went the way of all good 
food.     Bakers     throughout     the 
loudspeaker. 
HEAD STABBING 
"What would you think of a 
man who stabbed someone in 
the head? WL.W takes the cake 
on this fast one pulled by mem- 
bers of its sound staff. A stab- 
south are still keeping a staff or uke    lace on one 0f 
auditors working day and nisi* 
in an attemDt tn wtimate *ne 
number of hot buttered rolls con- 
•sumed 
the well-known detective pro- 
grams and it was woe to the 
•technicians. After going through 
their usual extensive experiments 
Statistics also reveal that the they found that a knife plunged 
day of the feast was indeed a sad int0 a head of cabbage did the 
day for that noble bird ■ famed trlck Fireworks were also used 
in poetry and prose—the turkey.  DUt they were to imitate fire- 
To appease the appetite of our worka * 
corps of connoisseurs, .2100 
pounds of the noble fowl was 
stuffed and dressed. 
Needless to say, it is things 
such as the Thanksgiving Feed 
and   the  annual   Christmas   Feed 
which   make   our   lives   happier,   .. -- Arline Ba. 
and  the corps without  except cm  J^ »aT ^Uv   "Dte  B ili^e 
is grateful for the extra attention   sed   on   the   play     *£?   "^    » 
and  only  regrets  that there^ are  I^J^*JS£^l~ 
Show Schedule 
Thursday:    "STAIR    FOR   TO- 
NIGHT"     with     Claire     Trevor, 
© 
not mo7e of "them to be.grateful       ^f^ GEORGEOUS HUS- 
for.      According    to    history,    a noo Crawford, Robert 
famous  French  noble-woman   at- SY    with Joan r,        ^ famous   tremu   u.»»™-    -- Lionel    Barrymore, 
tempted to appease a hungry mob Tayh»,    *»°*«   *»J       ^   gea. 
with a somewhat shallow remark  f ™,ncii0.tm x e<"    We can  son's Biggest Triumph! 
Monday:     "SWORN    ENEMY" 
with    Robert    Young,    Florence* 
tain1fercombeTo',open wide" the Rice, I*wte Stone.    Exposing the 
racket that invades the home. 
Tuesday:   "THE   GAY  DESPE- 
RADO"   with   Nino   Martini^   Ida 
E    L.   Ready   '33   has   a  posi- *"W™<>.       The   surprise   musical 
tion as  Southeastern Agronomist hit of the year. 
with the observation 
surest way to appease the Taven- 
ous corps of cadets is for Cap- 
tain Harco be to open ide th« 
mess hall portals and loudly an- 
nounce—"Let 'em Eat Turkey." 
Clemson Soon to Have New Theatre on 
College Grounds 
(FOR THE INFORMATION OF ANY PERSON CONCERNED) 
1. Dr. E. W. Sikes, President of Clemson College, has stated on 
several, occasions that he did not want a theatre to} be built off the 
campus, and that he believed that any person, firm, or corporation 
expecting to make any investment of this nature would do well to con- 
fer with him, particularly if they expected or contemplated having 
student patronage. 
2. The college represented through the Y. M. C. A. has a con- 
siderable building fund available for the! erection of a modern, up-to- 
date auditorium. Some banks have evidenced their willingness to 
lend $30,000 or more if needed, to complete a nice structure, provided 
same meets with the approval of the Board of Trustees. The Advis- 
ory Board of the Y. M. C. A. has been anxious for some time to 
either increase the size of the present auditorium or to buildi a new 
auditorium that, will be adequate and comfortable for students, cam- 
pus folk, and other friends in this vicinity who patronize the Clemson 
College picture show. 
3. During the past ten years, Clemson College through the Y. 
M. C. A. has forwarded toi the State Tax Commission almost $9,000 ini 
taxes. We believe this will compare favorably with the amount of 
taxes that have been remitted by any person, individual or corporation 
situated immediately off the campus. 
4. A commercial theater by charging five cents additional on 
each ticket sold could realize from $2,000 to $4,000 more frotai stu-J 
dents and campus folk each year. WATCH THIS PREDICTION IF 
ONE GETS CONTROL OF PICTURES OFF THE CAMPUS. 
5. The college mess hall is owned, operated and controlled by 
the college for the benefit of students. Do you think for one minute 
that college officials would be deceived if some famous chain restau- 
rant would agree to feed the students for $1.00 per month less than 
the cost charge now collected by the college? Such a corporation 
could readily lose money for a yean or more and then by raising the 
amount charged each student twenty or twenty-five per cent recoupi 
its losses and make money at the expense of the student body. Need- 
less to say that many courtesies extended to students and other visitors 
thruogh the medium of the college dining hall would not be available 
through an outside restaurant. 
6. More than 1200 students and more than 140 faculty and cam- 
pus falk have expressed a desire to have the college keep control of 
the picture show at Clemson. A great many of these have expressed 
a very keen interest in having the present auditorium enlarged or a 
new auditorium erected. We are certainly hopeful that the Board of 
Trustees will give permission to go forward with the erection of this 
new auditorium. 
7. If we did not run free pictures! for students we would have 
very few crowded shows.    Often 100 to 200 vacant seats at Clemson 
show. 
8. We are doing everything we know and can to get a new 
auditorium! Can you help us? Ten dollar memberships and contri- 
butions to our building fund will help a great deal.    Inquire about 
this. 
9. Special morning shows run for ten or more paid admissions. 
Select the hour mast suitable to you and your friends. 
P. B. HOLTZENDORFF, JR., 
Secretary and Manager of 
Clemson College Picture Show. 
(Paid (advertisement) 
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'SHOT-GUN WEDDING' 
SCENE PRESENTED BY 
FOUR NEWJINARETS 
Informal    Initiation    Staged 
At Thanksgiving Game; 
'He Done Her Wrong' 
Before the capacity attendance 
at the Thanksgiving game held 
here Thursday, The Minarets, 
honorary architectural society, in- 
formally initiated four outstand- 
ing men of the course in archi- 
tecture by having them stage a 
pantomimic farce on the grounds. 
There was no formal an- 
nouncement of the program and 
the subject of the skit, and the 
crowd was somewhat startled 
and then amused by the appear- 
ance of a quartet of mountain- 
eers. One of them, a scared 
lookng young man seemed to be 
avoiding the barrel of a shot gun 
directed at him by the insistent 
father of the "gal" who was 
"done wrong". The "gal" meek- 
ly followed with the evidence of 
the young man's indiscretion in 
her arms. Her brother who ac- 
companied them would in the 
course of their circling remove 
his corn cob pipe from his 
mouth to inquire of the audience, 
"Is thar a preacher in the 
crowd?" 
The initiates were as follow*: 
W. A. Carlisle, the father; W. 
E. Brackett, the indiscreet lover; 
J. A. Thigpen, the "gal"; and A. 
H.   Chapman,   the   brother. 
It has been announced that 
the initiates will be for-mally in- 
ducted into the society at its 
next   meeting. 
Intramural Sports 
Attract Hundreds 
Basketball and Round-Robin 
Series to Be Played Off 
In Next Few Weeks 
"With the college basketball 
season in the offing directors of 
the Clemson Intramural Sports 
program headed by Freddie Kir- 
chner are rapidly completing 
plans to get the ever popular in- 
tramural basketball tournament 
underway. Numerous companies 
have already organized teams 
and plans for a brief round-robin 
series are complete. Both fresh- 
men and upperclassmen have in- 
dicated great interest in the 
tournament; however there is 
still a need for more players and 
every cadet interested in the 
sport is urged to turn out. 
Back The Drive 
Crouch Speaks At 
IRC Meeting Here 
Campus     Pastor     Discusses 
Current  European  Prob- 
lems; Illustrative Lecture 
Using a set of especially pre- 
pared maps for references, Rev. 
A. R. S. Crouch delivered an 
unusually interesting talk on cur- 
rent European Affairs to the 
members of the International Re- 
lations Club  on November  24- 
The topic of Rev. Crouch's 
talk was the spread of Commun- 
ism in Europe. By use of the 
specially prepared maps, Rev. 
Crouch was able to give a graph- 
ic portrayal of contditions in Eu- 
rope before the "V^orld War and 
at  our present  time. 
To Attend Assembly 
After the talk and several re- 
ports by the members, plans 
were made to send delegates to 
the League of Nations Assembly 
to be held at Winthrop on De- 
cember 10 and 11. This assem- 
bly will be attended by the var- 
ious colleges of the state. Each 
college delegation will represent 
a nation at the discussions. Gov- 
ernmental affairs the economic 
troubles, and armanament plans 
of foreign nations will be the 
chief topics of discussion. 
Beliefs, ideals, and standards 
ultimately determine the charac- 
ter of nations as well as of in- 
dividuals.^—(Ellwood. 
PROFS GET RAISE AT 
NORTHERN COLLEGE 
Northwestern Salaries To Be 
Increased   10 Per Cent 
First  of  January 
Evanston, 111.— (AOP)— The 
personnel of Northwestern Uni- 
versity is looking forward to 
one of its "happiest New Years" 
in a long time. 
President Walter Dill Scott has 
announced that salaries of all 
who were in the educational ad- 
ministration, and miscellaneous 
service prior to September 1, 
1933, will receive a 10 per cent 
increase in salaries starting Jan- 
uary 1, 1937. This will not ap- 
ply to members who have alrea- 
dy received special financial con- 
siderations during the past three 
years  and a half. 
Big   Raise 
A raise of five per cent will be 
given to all members appointed 
since September 1, 1933 who re- 
ceive less than $2,000 and have 
been employed by the University 
for at least six months. 
Funds for the salary increase 
will be provided by the recent 
?7,000,000 Roger Deering gift, 
the major portion of which will be 
turned over to the University 
within  30  days. 
J. Strom Thurmond, '26, was 
a visitor on the campus Satur- 
day, attending the barracks ded- 
ication. He is now State Sen- 
ator   from   Edgefield   County 
Thirtieth Annual Christmas Seal 
Sale Features Santa Second Time 
'Fight     Tuberculosis     with 
Modern Weapons" Is The 
Theme of Christmas Seal 
By J. K. Smith 
Auburn Professor 
Uses Local Plan 
Professor   J.   B.   Cobu,   '25, 
Clemson Graduate, Adopts 
Shop System 
On assuming the position of 
chief machinist at Alabama Poly- 
technic Institute, Prof. J. B. Cobb 
adopted the project system of the 
Clemson College machine shop 
for his school. 
A member of the Clemson Col- 
lege  class of  '25, Prof.  Cobb re- 
cently took over the position held 
by Prof A. L.  Shubert. 
Recent Visitor 
Prof. Cobb visited the Clem- 
son Campus recently to better 
acquaint himself with the Clem- 
son Machine Project methods and 
to renew old friendships. 
G. H. COLLINGS ACTS AS 
POTASH CONTEST JUDGE 
Dr. Gilbeart H. Collings, of 
the Agronomy Department, spent 
two days reecntly in Atlanta 
where he acted as one of three 
judges of a potash contest. The 
other two judges were W. C. 
Lassetter, secretary of the Pro- 
gressive Farmer, and R. P. Bled-' 
soe, agronomist of the Georgia 
Experiment   Station. 
The contest was conducted by 
the N. V. Potash Export My., Inc. 
and §1500 in cash awards were 
given as prizes. 
Roddy Kissam, '35, is teach- 
ing and coaching football at 
Hai'tsville,   S.   C. 
Arriving with the new 1936 mod- 
el Christmas Seal now being dis- 
tributed by the Clemson Tubercu- 
losis Association under the direc- 
tion of Mrs. H. H. Willis, wife of 
the Dean of the School of Textiles, 
a jovial Santa twinkles his cheery 
greetings   from  each  individual  seal. 
This, the thirtieth annual Christ- 
mas Seal sale since 1907 conducted 
by National, state; and local tuber- 
culosis associations in the United 
States is the twelfth one to use 
a Santa Claus as the central fea 
ture of the design. The other 
eleven have all depicted Santa in 
the conventional manner, but this 
model shows him at his gayest. 
With twinkling eyes, button-like 
nose, rosy cheeks, and stocking cap, 
Santa farly shouts his holiday 
greetings in the name of the double- 
barred cross, the symbol of the 
woi'id-wicfi fight against tubercu- 
losis. But t!::s modern Santa also 
seems to say, "Fight tuberculosis 
with   modern  weapons." 
Seals   Finance   C: mpaign 
The use of modern met'^c'ls in 
the tuberculosis sanitorium ; <d 
hospital of today has caused a re- 
markable decrease in the number of 
tuberculosis victims. Modern equip- 
ped clinics, doctors, and visiting 
nurses carry on a ceaseless war a- 
gainst the disease. This war is be- 
ing ' financed by the sale of Christ- 
mas  Seals each year. 
The Christmas Seal was originat- 
ed in a small village in Denmark 
by a postmaster in 1903. Other 
Scandinavian countries soon took up 
the idea and in 1907 an American 
woman, Emily P. Bissell reading of 
the success of the vDanish enter- 
prise, decided to try it in ths coun-. 
try during the Christinas season ot 
that year. Her attempt was so 
successful that she persuaded the 
American Red Cross to launch a 
nation-wide drive in 1908 . This 
sale brought in $135,000. Today 
the National Tuberculosis Associa- 
tion is in charge of the fight against 
tuberculosis, the Red Cross having 
retired to concentrate on other 
health problems. It is waging a 
winning  battle against  the  disease. 
Although the number of living 
victims of tuberculosis is less than 
one-half the number afflicted thirty 
years ago, the disease, aptly called 
by Oliver Wendell Holmes "The 
White Plague," still takes a toll of 
almost 70,000 lives annually. It 
still numbers its living victims by 
more than 500,000, and it still causes 
loss of life and health that costs 
the     government     at   least     three- 
CHARLESTON CLUS TO 
HOLD HOLIDAY DANCE 
Beta  Sigma  Chi  Announces 
Christmas Holiday Dance 
Date; Many Invited 
Beta Sigma Chi, social frater- 
nity composed of Clemson cadets 
living within a fifty mile radius 
of Charleston, will sponsor a 
dance to be held at Ashley Park, 
in Charleston, December 28, it 
was announced last week by H. 
F. Sander, president of the club. 
The Jungaleers will provide the 
music for the evening's enter- 
tainment. 
The dance js expected to he 
one of the biggest social events 
for Clemson cadets during the 
Christmas holidays. The scene 
of activities will be elaborately 
decorated with Tigers, Clemson 
colors and other forms of decora- 
tions.     | 
According to Sander, around 
200 invitations have been issued 
thus far and many more are yet 
to be mailed. A cordial invita- 
tion has been extended to any 
Clemson cadet who is in the 
vicinity at that time. 
Local 4-H Club 
Initiates 24 Men 
Twenty-four new members are 
being inducted by Clemson's 4-H 
Club in the present two-week 
initiation .period. 
Neophytes being taken into 
the organization are now under- 
going a strict period of initia- 
tion. In addition to the cus- 
tomary hazing protedure, the 
new members are being forced 
to wear the club embem con- 
stantly. This emblem, ■ clover 
leaf with an "H" on each leaf, 
is the emblem frt the club and is 
worn throughout the initiation 
period. 
The local 4-H' Club is making 
plans to attend a conference at 
Rock Hill on December 12 at 
which the Winthrop 4-H Club 
will play host. H?he entire club 
is   expected   to  make   the   trip. 
quarters of a billiort dollars a year. 
The medical authorities have .enough 
scientific knowledge |to cope with the 
"White Plague," if] not to eradi- 
cate it. To do this requires the 
education of many millions of peo- 
ple. For this purppse the tubercu- 
losis association is Appealing to you 
to buy  Christmas  S;als this year. 
OCCASIONALLY a telephone wire must be run 
under a rug or carpet. The twisted wire formerly 
used made an unsightly ridge. 
So Western Electric — manufacturing, distributing 
and purchasing unit of the Bell System — produces a 
flat cord only one-eighth inch thick, seven-eighths of 
an inch wide. (Like this ritf'1l[*I*M'fc>i ) Within this 
tiny space are four conductors of insulated wire. Un- 
der the rug or carpet this cord is not seen, not even 
felt with bare feet. 
Even to the smallest detail, the Bell System is con- 
stantly on the lookout for the better way to make 
telephone service more satisfactory to the customer. 
College men and women find after 
7 P. M. a convenient time for mak- 
ing long distance calls. Moreover, 
most rates are lowest then. 
BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM 
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LET'S SING AGAIN 
In a year which has been marked by 
unusual activity, change, and reorganiza- 
tion it is a bit surprising to note that Clem- 
son is still without an organization which 
is essential to the well-rounded develop- 
ment of any college program—a student 
glee club. 
Within the past, decade there existed 
a glee club at Clemson which enjoyed a 
reputation throughout the state. For some 
indeterminate reason, however the club 
disbanded, interest in glee club activities 
lagged for a period of years, and hopes, of 
ever reorganizing a musical group be- 
came practically nil. Unsuccessful at- 
tempts on the part of earnest and enthus- 
iastic students to revive interest in such 
an organization were generally met with 
criticism from those who held to the be- 
lief that a glee club had no place in the 
activities of a technical college such as 
Clemson and with scoffing from those who 
considered it a disgrace for a college the 
size of Clemson not to be able to support 
a creditable choral group. 
It is not our purpose to enlarge on 
these criticisms and arguments against at- 
tempts to form a glee club. We firmly be- 
lieve that such an organization has its 
rightful place in Clemson's activity pro- 
gram, and we believe that a survey of 
opinion would reveal that there is a large 
percentage of cadets who not only feel 
that a glee club is desirable but who 
would profess willingness to devote time to 
the perfection of such an organization. 
To these students we wish to cite the 
fact that the time is now ripe for student 
reorganization. There are still numerous 
cadets in school who have gained exper- 
ience, from previous attempts at reorgani- 
zation and who know which authorities to 
appeal to for aid. It is this group In par- 
ticular which we wish to issue our chal- 
lenge to begin the revival of interest in 
this worthy student activity. 
In conclusion, we wish to emphasize 
the fact that a glee club is not an activity 
that a student can be forced into. Faculty 
members can willingly advise, but 
they cannot create an organization by 
force or compulsion. Successful glee clubs 
are composed of students who willingly 
devote theh*±ime to the work because they 
are vitally interested in it. We feel that 
there exists such a group on the campus 
today and we, urge them to wait no long- 
er to seize the opportunity to form a glee 
club of which Clemson may well be proud 
and by so doing, fill a long-felt need in the 
college's activity  program. 
—J. C. W. 
It may be a little late to be digging 
Up" this old crack of Will Eogers' but the 
recent football season showed it to be just 
as true today as it was when the cowboy 
wit remarked back in 1932, "It seems that 
some of our football teams have pretty 
good colleges this year."     i 
WAR WITHOUT HATE 
Once again the student body came 
through the stress of a time-honored and 
embittered gridiron struggle with flying 
colors. The college officials and THE 
TIGEK are proud of the showing Clemson 
made   Thanksgiving. 
Not only at the game itself but throu- 
ghout the entire two day holiday period 
the festivities were remarkable for their 
orderliness. At the two dances, crowded 
though they were, there was not a single 
untoward incident. At the football game, 
the same fine spirit was evident. The few 
inevitable disturbances were caused by 
outsiders and were not participated in by 
the students of either school. 
The recent holidays provided a fine 
object lesson for all college students. There 
is no rivalry anywhere that is more bitter 
than that between Clemson and Furman. 
For years the two colleges haye fought 
their battles, on and off the athletic fields 
and through their newspapers. There was 
a time when the competition was vicious 
open rioting developed several times at 
the Thanksgiving games. For the past 
few years, however, the contests, both here 
and in Greenville, have been handled in 
an orderly fashion. 
College students are supposed to be 
fairly civilized people. The students of 
Furman and Clemson have demonstrated 
that they live up to the standards expected 
by their institutions. There is no higher 
tribute. 
Talk Of The Town 
CLASSIC 
The  first scattered cars of the 
coming   deluge   arriving   on   the 
campus.   .   .   "This   is   the   most 
perfect   football   weather   I   eveT 
saw". . . men in overalls running 
radio  wires  from  the press  box. 
. . cars and more cars disgorging 
shivering  passengers.   .  .  bedlam 
of sound in the Grill.'.', people 
standing  up  balancing  a  cup  of 
coffee and a sandwich. . . "Hell, 
I   got   seven   points   from   some 
sucker''   ...   a   whiskey  bottle 
smashing   on   a   tiled   floor.   .   . 
coca-cola soaking into a fur coat 
,  .  .  high excited  feraale voices 
screaming    greetings    aross    the 
heads of the crowd. . . the slow 
trek to the stadium. . police and 
students -frantically trying to get 
motorists   to   park   in   the  right 
places. . . 'My God, can that be 
snow?" . . lonk crooked lines of 
people  outside  every  entrance.   . 
insistent   voices   of   the   ragged 
men   selling   colors   and   of   the 
boys   selling   programs.   .   .  thin 
girls in huge coats shivering and 
clutching   their   escorts'   arms.   . 
people   stopping   inside   the   gate 
and   holding   up   the   processipn 
while   they     talk,     disregarding 
the   muttering   behind   them.   .   . 
police   stopping   a   fight   between 
two  drunks  before  it  starts.  .  . 
"I'm sorry honey, but I'm afraid 
these  seats  are  behind  the  goal 
posts" . .  . people working their 
way to their seats, stumbling ov- 
er legs already stiff 'with cold . . 
fine flakes of snow clinging to a 
girl's   curly  hair.   .   .   "I   haven't 
seen   a   game   here   since   1902 
when we beat hell out of Tech" 
...   old   grads   wrapping   their 
arms   around   each  other  in  the 
cleared   space   before   the   stands 
•   .   .   the  sudden  roar   from  the 
student section as the team trots 
on  the  field,  looking like a pro- 
cession of monks in their hooded 
sweaters.  . . people huddling un- 
der   blankets   and   shivering. 
blare   from   the   loudspeakers 'as 
the     announcer      mispronounces 
half   the   names   in   the   starting 
lineup.  . . tidal wave of noise as 
the   crowd   comes   to  its   feet  at 
the  kick-off,  blankets  falling  be- 
hind, cold forgotten. . . the grad- 
ual   resettling   into , place,   with 
men     tucking    blankets    around 
shivering, silk-stockinged legs .  . 
flurries of snow falling unnoticed 
as the home team makes a scor- 
ing   threat.   .   .   hysterical   cheers 
from  the  visitor's  stands  as  the 
tide  turns  before  the  goal  posts 
. .  .  "Watch this next play hon- 
ey,   they're  gonna   try  something 
tricky" . .  . people settling back 
under their blankets as the teams 
engage in a punting duel in mid- 
field . . . the unmistakable signs 
of  a   couple   taking  a   drink   be- 
hind  their  upheld   programs.   .   . 
officials   and    cheerleaders    slap- 
—————————— pjng   their   thinly-clad   arms   a- 
During a portion of "Hell Week at tfuckneu gainst tneir bodies during time- 
University, freshmen were required to kiss every out _ _ migration from the stands 
girl they saw on the campus. as the whistle for the -half blows 
We see very little use for Hell Week at > _ people, again conscious of 
Clemson, but if transferrd to Winthrop we could the cold> stari(iing with their 
assure everyone of an amazingly successful, Helluva blankets about their shoulders 
Week." stamping   their   feet   in   a   futile 
 ooiiEGiAiEPEEss  . eggrf to  keep  warm.  .  .  alumni 
From the JOHNSONIAN we take this bit which /holdi impromptu reunions\be- 
enlightens  us  to  tha newest  competition to  our own J n^th the stands   _  _ the platoon 
Bachelors   Club. . /   and   band   performing   unnoticed "No Rata Datas" is the name of the Spinster/ on the fleW &g ^ snow fallg 
Club which has just made its appearance at Wellesi more heavily # "Yeah, we're 
ley College. A girl must refuse at least one date .be- going to tne dance tonight if we 
fore.she is eligible for membership. Ihe girl frho ever tnaw out>, _ _ tension grow- 
goes the longest time without having a date is; the ing as the game goes on and the 
president. Since the object is to get the president 
out of office, she is the first member asked /to fill 
a blind date. Their flower is the Bleeding^ Heart, 
and their theme song is "Solitude." At night, be- 
fore retiring, each girl kneels down by her /bed and 
very  reverently  says  "Ah-men." 
CASH ON THE LINE 
The Thanksgiving dances were tre- 
mendous successes, socially and financial- 
ly. The orchestra, while not a top-flight 
name band, was excellent. The decora- 
tions, while not elaborate, were adequate. 
To borrow a phrase from the small-town 
weeklies, a good time was had by all. 
A few doubting souls have asked why 
the Central Dance Association didn't book 
a bigger band for dances they were sure 
would be financial successes. The answer 
to that is obvious. This year, instead of 
starting the season with a large surplus 
left over by the preceding CDA, the or- 
ganization began the year with what prac- 
tically amounted to a deficit. Without a 
large working capital it is impossible to 
book big-time bands, It was necessary to 
make enough money on the Fall dances to 
care for a possible loss on the big series. 
For the first time this year the CDA 
has enough 'money on hand to talk busi- 
ness with the big-time agents. And you 
may rest assured that a name band will 
play here for Mid-winters. 
Collegiate Press 
By B. N. Skardon > 
-CO_£OIAIZ PRESS- 
Over 4000 University of Alabama students re- 
cently signed a petition asking for an official holi- 
day to be declared so that they might/ attend the 
Alabama-Georgia   Tech   game. I 
We quote from the petition which bounds most 
convincing. "We feel that with Rose/ Bowl within 
the   reach   of   our   mighty   team,   that  'if   the   student 
body does not follow that great team,/they are liable     edge    of    its; seat    as "darkness 
to  suffer   a   let-down.    But  we   feel iSure  that  with     grows.    .    .    another    touchdown 
our  moral  and  vocal  support  that  thfe  mighty  Crim- 
son   Tide   will   down \Tech   with   ajn   overwhelming 
score." I 
score remains 0-0. . . tempo of 
the fray picking up, quarterbacks 
calling more dangerous plays. . . 
the inevitable man who had one 
too many sleeping peacefully be- 
neath his blanket as the people 
around him stand up and scream 
for their team to hold. . . the 
joyful wave of noise on one side 
of the field and the disgusted 
sigh on the other as the visitors 
score. . . "Well, there goes my 
next two week's salary". . . the 
crowd   sitting   nervously   on   the 
The holiday was declared and Alabama won! 
-COLLEGIATE PRESS- 
A group of men students at Tu 
on the feminine elements of that 
week. "Drive the coeds back to NJ;wComb" slogans 
were adopted in a mass meeting, anil handbills bear- 
ing such remarks were ditsributed c ver the campus. 
The agitators made it plain that they liked coeds, 
but did not favor them in classes, 
girls called a council meeting to con 
One   coed   remarked,   "We   must   not "be   to   harsh 
Some of these boys are just awfully 
lane opened war 
institution   last 
nice at dances.' 
and people leaving the stadium, 
the loyal losers still grimly hop- 
ing for a last minute miracle. . . 
tense, lined faces of the players 
as they make a last desperate 
drive which fails. . . headlights 
of cars showing pinched faces, 
blue with cold, as the crowd 
heads homeward. . . screeching 
horns and crumpling fenders as 
the long line struggles off the 
campus. . . "Well, hell, it's only 
a game" ... a man in a smash- 
ed hat tossing an empty bottle 
at a policem in. . . faint echo of 
__that he doesn't appreciate all 
of the crowding and pushing out 
on cemetary hill Wednesday night 
after the dance, and that he 
thinks that there should be room 
for everybody after the Xmas 
hop. 
 OBOAE SATS—— 
that Viceprexy Carter has at 
fast rendered a real service to 
the CDA by bouncing our other 
Mr. Carter (the one who dances 
so well) out on his ear so early 
in the evening. 
f" or TH* TOWN  
that he still has quite a few 
notes left in the little black nook 
but that he thinks, he'll leave 
them for his competitor m the 
Whizbrigadier who ought to nave 
one decent item in his column 
anyway. 
 OSCAR SAY*  
__that the story has finally 
reached him of our little Hon. 
Col. (all in white) who took 
charge at the evening formation 
the other night and was painfully 
surprised to discover that we 
don't go anywhere at retreat. 
 OSCAR BAYS  
 that memories of the late-date 
troubles last year's little colonel 
used to have caused Corp. Dun- 
lap to end up the week with 
many circles under his pretty 
eyes from sitting up all of two 
nights, and that Oscar extends 
his sympathy to the little lady 
who   must   have   gotten   awfully 
tired. 
-OSCAR SATS 
__that Pat Patterson is still 
hanging by the neck after he 
finally got the torch singer to 
come down out of the pit (by 
merely asking her) and then did- 
n't get to dance with her because 
of unfair competition. 
 OSCAR SAYS 
 that he would like very much 
to report the lads who tried to 
horn in on Vic's Spartanburg 
territory a couple of weekends 
ago; but that he feels that it 
wouldn't do because they're all 
president of something except 
Otis. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
__tbat he thinks that the CDA 
ought to know that Knothead 
left his post of guard over all 
the gals Thursday night in order 
to do an especially good job on 
one. 
 -OSCAR  SAYS  , 
 that   of   all   the   tricks   Helen 
of Atlanta (how we all lcls her) 
pulled last week, Oscar selects 
the dress she wore Thursday night 
as the excuse for wasting this 
space. (Numerous others will be 
rnentioned throughout the year 
as they gradually come to light.) 
-OS CAB    SATS- 
 that F. O. Griggs (take anoth- 
er look at those initials) might 
as well quit trying to fool every- 
body about that date he had for 
the game because Oscar knows 
that she had her own ticket. 
JSCAH BATS- 
—that he wishes to express his 
appreciation to Knqok-Knolk 
Dunlap for his cooperation in not 
reading out the notice Oscar 
gave him before the game, #nd 
he might add that it looks like 
a cold winter for  little Johnny. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
—that as nearly as he can figure 
it out Harry Merrit had a late 
date with the rat's girl who was 
out with George Taylor because 
Harry had gotten stuck with 
George's Helen, but nobody seem- 
ed to mind the confusion. 
(Continued on page five) 
singing as a carload of victorious 
students sweeps by . . . women, 
shivering in the cold, standing 
by the side of the road and gaz- 
ing hopefully at each passing car, 
praying it will be the right one. 
. . a baby crying and twisting in 
its mother's arms. . . farewells 
and recriminations. . . bruised 
and beaten players not looking 
up at people who slap them on 
the back as they come out of 
the locker-room . . . "Boy, am 
I gonna get drunk?". . . little 
boys, scavengers on the battle- 
field, picking up bttoles in the 
deserted stadium for the last 
time until next year. 
M     »   r- 
" 
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YMCA 'OPEN HOUSE' 
SCHEDULESJtESUMED 
Popular Social Events To Be 
Presented   To Various 
Student Groups 
Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, gen- 
eral secreary of the local YMCA 
announces that the "open house" 
schedule has been resumed after 
several nights lapse, due to the 
Thanksgiving   dances. 
The Sophomores of the First 
Regiment enjoyed the evening of 
November 30 from 8:30 to 11:00 
in the club rooms of the Y. The 
Sophomores of the Second Regi- 
ment observed "open house" on 
•the  following  Tuesday  evening. 
Open house for Freshmen has 
been announced as follows: First 
Regiment on December 7 and 
Second   Regiment   on   December 
3.    ' 
All   groups   are   guests   to   a 
picture   and   any   other   form   of 
-entertainment available in the Y 
.on their scheduled night.    Other 
college groups will  be entertain- 
ed   on   regular   scheduled   nights 
throughout    the    course   of   the 
vschool   year. 
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Two Professors To Attend American 
Vocational Association Convention 
WASHINGTON  LEAVES 
TO   ATTEND   MEETING 
Dean W. H. Washington left 
Monday afternoon for Richmond, 
Virginia where he is attending 
the Annual Convention of the 
Southern Association of Colleges 
and   Secondary  Schools. 
Dean Washington and Super- 
intendent W. L. Loggins, of Sum- 
ter, are the only South Carolina 
men serving on the new Com- 
mission on Research and Curri- 
cular problems. The Commis- 
sion held its meeting prior to 
the   general   Convention   . 
"PROGRESSIVE FARMER" 
CONDUCTS NEW STUDIES 
The agricultural economics de- 
partment of the South Carolina 
Experiment Station at Clemson 
is making a study of relief fam- 
ilies in South Carolina in coop- 
eration with the Works Progress 
Administration in Washington. 
Professor  Crandall  To   Ad- 
dress Delegates at National 
Convention in  Texas 
T. I. Brown teaches this year 
at Charlotte High School where 
he also assists with football. 
Professors Crandall and Mon- 
roe, of, the Education Depart- 
ment, left Tuesday for San An- 
tonio, Texas, where they will 
tonio, Ttxas, where they at- 
tended the American Vocational 
tion. 
Mr. Crandall addressed the 
convention on the topic "Ser- 
vicing Teachers with Necessary 
Information." 
The convention will last from 
December 2 through December 5. 
An annual affair, this conven- 
tion is the largest of its kind in 
America and has representatives 
from   every  state   in   the   South. 
San Antonio was chosen for 
the meeting this year because of 
its ideal climatic conditions. The 
city received and entertained an 
exceptionally large crowd of de- 
legates  intrue Texan fashion. 
Oscar Says 
(Continued from page four) 
 that, although Soph Sloan had 
full charge of the lassies Wed- 
nesday night he failed; to get a 
late date, and that Oscar wonders 
if Soph Creighton might not have 
been one  lap  ahead  of  him. 
 OSCAR BAYS—. 
 that    Guy   Tarrant   not    only 
walked his date four miles to 
get her home by breakfast, but 
he took her off the highway and 
up through the abode of the 
swine. 
-OSCAIt SATS- 
 that all it takes for Macbeth to 
make this column is a dance and 
the two we had last week should 
put him on the front page. 
Scientists Analyze 
Alcoholic Effects / 
Columbia  University   Physi- 
ologists  Discover   Causes 
of Dizziness and Dfc-unk- 
eness i 
-OSOAB SAT8- 
 that all the king's horses and 
all the king's men can't put Tal- 
bert lsocoles Martin back togeth- 
er again after the terrific fall he 
took for F. A. Davis. 
In the past 31 years, 430 stu- 
dents have graduated from the 
University of North Dakota's 
medical school. Only nine of 
these were women. 
Mr. M. R. Cranford, Clemson 
Textile Graduate of 1933, has re- 
signed his position as Instructor 
in Textiles at Clemson Textile 
School to accept a position with 
the Muscogee Manfacturing Co., 
Columbus,  Ga. 
New York, N. Y.—(ACP);'— 
Scientists have solved a prob- 
lem that has long troubled phy- 
siologists as well as liquor drink- 
ers—why does alcohol make a 
person drunk? 
Drs. R. A. McFarland of Co- 
lumbia University and A. L. 
Barach of the College of Phy- 
sicians and Surgeons found that 
it deprives the body of oxygen 
and thus induces dizziness. 
Mountain Climbers 
Physiologists have noticed an 
amazing similarity between the 
symptoms of the intoxicated per- 
son and those of the mountain 
climber who suffers from alti- 
tude sickness because of the 
rarity of air at great heights. 
The two doctors suggest treat- 
ment with combined oxygen and 
car oon dioxide as a result of 
their  recent  experiments. 
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so tough *» eases 
Smoking^  , digestion 
too. *°»°* , aBd after; 
your meals   ,.uft» -with 
^ardS< P'camels do not 
a Camel- 
Ca"      sor«re 
S«oay°Z  Samels set 
your »•«. 
you rig**
1 
Smoking Camels encourages a proper flow of digestive 
fluids...increases alkalinity...brings a sense of well-being 
YOU eat over a thousand meals 
a year! Food is varied. Place 
and time often differ. Sometimes 
you are free of care—atother times, 
worried and tense. Yet, thanks 
to Camels, you can help digestion 
meet these changing conditions 
easily. Smoking Camels speeds up 
the flow of fluids that start diges- 
tion off well and keep it running 
smoothly. Tension eases. Alkalin- 
ity increases. You enjoy your food 
more—and have a feeling of greater 
ease and contentment after eating. 
Mealtime or any time — make it 
Camels — for digestion's sake, for 
Camel's invigorating "lift." Camels 
do not get on your nerves. 
Copyright, 1936, R. J.'Reynolds Tobacco Company.Winston-Salem, N. 0. 
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GLIDER CltiAMPiOW. P etiUVorothy 
Holderman says: "1m: .jinc h u 
gliding affects digesrion! It's up 
and down for hours. But. un^e r.s 
I may get, a i-w Camels seem to 
bring  my  riij;tsrior:  right  '.•■■.-.c.l. 
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^-x PROFESSIONALISM IN 
SPORT DISCUSSED BY 
COLLEGEJXEGUTIVES 
Carnegie   Foundation   Trus- 
tees Faced with Problems 
In  Athletics 
New York, N. Y.—(ACP)— 
In a meeting of the board of 
trustees of the Carnegie Foun- 
dation, which turned into » 
sort of confessional for college 
presidents", the trustees' exe- 
cutive committee was charged 
with the duty of deciding wheth- 
er the foundation will undertake 
another exposure of profession- 
alism and related ills in the op- 
eration of the athletic systems 1 
the college of the Unittd States. 
Vanderlp Explains 
He said that college offcials 
felt the problem needed pressure 
from outside. "The college pres- 
idents made it plain that the 
thing is too.big for them. Some 
amazing things were said. One 
president told of bets of more 
than $500,000 on a single foot- 
ball game. The time will come 
when one of these games will be 
thrown." 
"Just as in a horse race?" he 
was asked. 
"Yes", he answered. "I feel 
very strongly about it." 
The foundation recently receiv- 
ed a request from the National 
Association of State Universities 
for a supplementary study of in- 
tercollegiate athletics. Howard 
J. Savage, secretary of the 
•board, said that the request 
would normally be brought up 
at the January executive meeting 
Mr. Savage took active part in 
the survey and report seven 
years ago that charged that a- 
bout one in seven athletes in 130 
colleges  was subsidized. 
Rogers Is Named President Of 
Amateur Radio Operators' Group 
LOCAL RIFLEMEN TOl 
BEGIN PRACTICE SOON 
Walthour, Wilkinson Named 
Team Coaches;   Marks- 
men Get New  Range 
Under the supervision of Ma- 
jor R. F. Walthour, aided by Ser- 
geant "Wilkinson, the rifle team 
has started practice for the com- 
ing eliminations and matches. 
Captain D. B. Stone, Coach R. 
H. Martin, and Manager Risher 
of the varsity team look forward 
to another successful season hav- 
ing matches with Auburn, Fort 
Benning, Ga. Tech, Fort McClel- 
land, P. C. Wofford, and The 
Citadel   in  view. 
During the week of the sixth, 
Battalion eliminations will be 
held followed by inter battalion 
meets during the week of the 
thirteenth. 
Ten of last year's State Cham- 
pionship team are back at Clem- 
son this year. The varsity team 
will be chosen after the Christ- 
mas holidays. 
Well Equipped Range 
Upon completion of the new 
riflt range located in the base- 
ment of Barracks 7, the rifle 
team boasts one of the best e- 
quipped ranges in the South as 
its training ground. The new 
ten target range provides ade- 
quate facilities for the condition- 
ing of the rifle team as well as 
for the holding of inter-battalion 
matches. 
Club To Construct Powerful 
Short Wave Station; Mem- 
bers Receive Instructions 
Adopton of a constitution, e- 
lection of officers, and final or- 
ganization of the Radio Club of 
Clemson College took place last 
Monday night in the engineering 
building. 
Serving as president for the 
coming year is C. F. Rogers. The 
club was organized through the 
efforts of Professor Rhodes with 
Professors Credle, Short, and 
Tingley. Those gentlemen are 
to serve as faculty advisers to 
the club. 
Projects Planned 
As chief projects for the com- 
ing year, the building of a med- 
ium powered amateur radio sta- 
tion and teaching code and fun- 
damentals of radio to the 35 
members are most important. 
To  Join   Network 
Among the members are 
5 licensed operators and a num- 
ber of experienced radio tech- 
nicians. Plans will be made in 
the future for the Station and 
Club of Clemson College to join 
some  national  amateur  network. 
PROFESSOR S. B. EARLE 
ATTENDS CONVENTION 
Psychology Helps 
Backward Youths 
Drake  University  Professor 
Offers Aid for Pupils' 
Problems 
Des Moines, la.—(ACP)—Dr. R. 
H. Sylvester teaches backward 
children psychology to help them in 
overcoming their  handicap. 
This Drake University psycholo- 
gist believes that retarded children 
suffer from anxiety about them- 
selves due to worry of their par- 
ents, conferences over them, and 
thoughtless insinuations made dur- 
ing psychological and physical ex- 
aminations, so he teaches them the 
rudiments of psychology to help 
them lose their fears and to give 
them the basis for efforts to help 
themselves. 
Dr. Sylvester sees no reason why 
psychology should not be stripped 
of certain theoretical controversies 
and included in the junior high 
school  general  science courses. 
Clemson Leaders 
Speak At ASAE 
Agricultural Engineers   Pre- 
sent Numerous Educational 
Programs During Year 
Popular Novel Is 
Enjoyed by Many 
"Gone With the Wind", a new 
novel of the South, by Margaret 
Mitchell, has created such a de- 
mand at the library that reser- 
vations have been made that will 
last for seven months. Several 
more copies of this book have 
been  added   to   fill the  demands. 
Other new novels that are en- 
joying a similar popularity have 
been added to the prominent dis- 
play of new works. The most 
popular of the new books are: 
"Men of Danger", by Lowell 
Thomas; "Nobody Starves", by 
Catherine Brady, "Cakes and 
Ale", by W. Somerset Maughan 
and "Poems", by John H. Whu- 
lock. 
Another addition of interest is 
the New York Times Index which 
is now present in only four li- 
braries in South Carolina. This 
volume contains an index of all 
New York Times printed in 1935. 
Featurng the past meetings 
of the Clemson College chapter 
of the American Society of 
Agricultural Engineers! were 
talks by Professor Goodale, Mr. 
McAlister, and a screen demon- 
stration of fencing wires put on 
by the Bethleham Steel Company. 
Professor B. E. Goodale, of 
the Clemson College faculty, 
spoke extensively on the work of 
an  Agricultural  Engineer. 
Hn his talk, Mr. McAllister, 
Regional Soil Conservation Spe- 
cialist, explained thoroughly the 
planning of terrace channels. He 
also discussed other means of 
soil preservation. Following this 
program plans were announced 
for many more interesting and 
educational programs for coming 
meetings. 
SEAKiCY  VISITS   CLEMSON 
Captain Searcy of the United 
States Army and a former mem- 
ber of the Military Staff sta- 
tioned here as instructor of Mil- 
itary Sceince and Tactics was a 
recent visitor on the college cam- 
pus. While at Clemson, he held 
the   rank   of   First  Lieutenant. 
Economic Experts 
Study on Campus 
Recent visitors to the campus 
in the interest of economics and 
social research included Miss 
Helen iSlentz of the research de- 
partment of the Resettlement 
Administration in Washington 
and Miss Louis Olson of the .Soil 
Conservation Service also from 
Washington. 
Both visitors were interested 
in the land utilization and farm 
tenancy study being conducted by 
the department of agricultural 
economies under the supervision 
of Professor G. H. Aull and Pro- 
fessor B. O. Williams. 
BOOKS AVAILABLE AT 
Y OFFERED TO CADETS 
Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff an- 
nounces that students desiring 
interesting books that can not 
be obtained from the college li- 
brary may get them at the Y. 
These books have been secured 
for the benefit of the college 
students. 
Anyone wanting a certain book 
is asked to stop in Mr. Holtzen- 
dorff's office in the Y and leave 
the name of the book with Mrs. 
McCaw, secretary to Mr. Holtzen- 
dorff. 
Prof. S. B. Earle, dean of the 
Clemson Engineering School will 
represent the Southeastern States 
at the annual convention of Am- 
erican Association of Mechanical 
Engineers. 
The section which Prof. Earle 
represents includes all south- 
eastern states from Virginia to 
Texas. This section is called 
Group A. 
Professor LaSalle of L. S. U. 
is the junior delegate for Group 
A. 
TYLER  VISITS  CAMPUS 
Captain J. R. Tyler, of the 
United States Army, and a grad- 
uate of Clemson in the class of 
1917, recently visited Clemson 
College. Captain Tyler is now 
stationed at Philadelphia, Penn., 
with one of the largest Civil Con- 
servation Corps Camps in the 
East. I  j'| 
Wells Ask For 
Snapshots 
E. D. Wells, TAPS Snap 
Shot editor, has issued the 
statement that all cadets who 
wish to have snap shots en- 
tered in the 1936 annual 
must submit their photos by 
Friday, December 4. Any 
pictures entered after this 
date will not be accepted. 
The response of the corps to 
the call for snap shots has 
been unusually good this 
year and an exceptionally in- 
teresting snap shot] section is 
predicted.... This section of 
TAPS always has much ap- 
peal   for  the  reader. 
Dickson Added To 
Educational Staff 
Miss   Lela  Dickson  Is  Most 
Recent Addition to Re- 
search Force 
Miss Lela Dickson, a graduate 
of Georgia State College for Wo- 
men, has recently been added to 
Dr. Fulmer's Educational re- 
search force according to an 
announcement by Dean W. H. 
Washington. 
Miss Dickson has had a num- 
ber of years experience as a Ru- 
ral Sociology teacher and as a 
county home demonstration a- 
gent in Georgia. She has also 
taken a post-graduate course at 
the University of Tennessee and 
is well equipped for her work 
with Dr.  Fulmer. 
Commenting on the new de- 
partment, Dean Washington stat- 
ed that he was very optimistic 
about its work and advancement. 
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PUBLICITY PRESIDENT 
CHARGES NEWS-REEL 
UNJySTJOJTHLETES 
March of Time Is Condemn- 
ed By Floridian As 
M isrepresentation 
• New York City—(ACP)—Char- 
ges that the March of Time's screen 
version of the life and work of the 
college football player "reflects im- 
properly and unjustly upon the 
spirit and ideals of the present-day 
game," are contained in a letter 
written to the editors of that movie 
feature by Frank S. Wright, publi- 
city director of the University of 
Florida and president of the Ameri- 
can   College  Publicity  Association. 
"Because your motive, apparently,. 
was to portray intercollegiate foot- 
ball in the light of excessive publi- 
cizing, serious injury, distorted re- 
cruiting and subsidizing, I feel com- 
pelled to protest that portion of 
your release which magnified so un- 
reasonably aspects and attitudes of 
the sport," Mr. Wright wrote. 
Misrepresentation 
"If you attempt to have the A- 
merican theater public understand 
the regulations of the Southeastern 
Conference relative to awarding of 
scholarships, your efforts spelled 
gross injustice to the high purpose 
and policies of the members of 
this conference. Rather than in- 
form the audience of fact and truth, 
in sufficient measure, your film left 
incomplete and inaccurate ideas, 
and    betrayed    present-day    football 
"Why cannot you deal honestly 
with what our American colleges 
and universities are doing to fit 
football into its normal and de- 
served place in our educational 
programs? In the name of those 
whose efforts may be humble, but 
sincere and lofty, may I say you 
have broken faith with us," he 
concluded. 
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Clemson  Uniforms  are Made By 
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YES, THAT WAS THE 
ONLV  WAV THE 
INDIANS COULD 
GET A MILD,, 
SOCrTHlislQ SMOKE 
MY OLD TONGUE - ILnt NOT THE PIPE, 
BURNER ISANrrHINe]  lit- BEX IT'S 
BUT SOOTHING WHAT YOU PUT 
IN  IT.   I 
RECOMMEND 
ACHANGE   TO 
Copr., 1936. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company 
HERE'S WHY THERE'S NO OTHER TOBACCO LIKE PRINCE ALBERT: RA.IS CHOICE 
MELLOW TOBACCO - "CRIMP CUT"FOR COOLNESS—WITH THE "BITE" REMOVED BY 
SPECIAL PROCESS. IT'S THE LARGEST-SELLING TOBACCO 
IN THE WORLD. AND SWELL FOR "MAKIN'S"CIGARETTES. 
LEWIS PITTS 
Dr. Lewis Pitts, '30, now a 
practicing physician in Columbia 
visited   the   campus  last  week. 
pipefuls of fra- 
grant tobacco in 
every 2 - ounce tin 
of Prince Albert 
PRINCE   ALBERT   MONEY-BACK   GUARANTEE: 
Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince Albert. If you don't find it the mellow- 
est, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked, return the pocket tin with the 
rest of the tobacco in it to us at any time within a month from this date, and 
we will refund full purchase price, plus postage. 
(.Signed) R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY 
Winston-Salem, North Carolina 
m Si I 
PRINCE A LBERT THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKE 
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BOB CHEVES 
Sports Editor SPORTS OTIS MORGAN Asst. Sports Editor 
WITH        »•■>    «M(n< 
This week finds most of the sports pages dominated 
by all-star teams,; so we decided to follow the crowd by 
tossing our hat into the ring. 
Easy Way 
•At fiTst we started to make 
•our own All-State selection, aid- 
ed by members of. the fotball 
squad who are in the "know"; 
however we changed our minds 
and took the easy way out. By 
this we mean that we combined 
the mythical honor teams select- 
ed by sports writers from the 
leading cities. In this way, we 
believe that no partiality will be 
shown that is not balanced even- 
ly. In addition, we added the 
Associated Press honor eleven In 
our poll. Although we still don't 
agree with some of the nominees, 
we think it's the best yet. Whfte 
we are on the subject, we would 
like to bring two Bengal lads In- 
to the limelight who have been 
left out of the picture entirely— 
Al Sanders and Oliver Payne. 
Sanders is undoubtedly the out- 
standing blocking back in the 
state, paving the glory road for 
the other Tiger backs to make 
touchdowns. He is unquestion- 
ably our nominee for Jacobs 
Trophy for the bes.t blocker In 
the state. Payne is noted for 
his dynamic defensive work at 
the guard post. He is one of the 
smartest linesmen this depart- 
ment has witnessed in a good 
while. 
Winter Sports 
With the Purman football set- 
to bringing the current gridiron 
season to an end last Thursday, 
followers of the sporting world 
are now turning their eyes to 
other fields. Basketball and box- 
ing aTe the outstanding attrac- 
tions on the Clemson sports cal- 
endar, and both of these sports 
are in the stages of getting un- 
der way. Coach Joe Davis has 
been working his basketeers 
steadily for the past few weeks, 
and it is expected that Coach Bob 
Jones will call his leather punch- 
ers for the initial session with- 
in 'the next  day or so. 
Members of the varsity foot- 
ball team voted yesterday on 
which member was to receive the 
Hamilton medal this year to Ue 
awarded to the outstanding play- 
er. Our guess is that it will go 
to Mac Folger . . . Lewis and 
Folger made the Associated 
Press's All-Southern second team, 
while Berry was selected on the 
third . . .The 1937 football 
schedule has been announced 
which finds the Bengals playing 
Presbyterian, Tulane, Army, 
Georgia. South Carolina, Wake 
Forest. Georgia Tech, Florida, 
and Furman in succession . . . 
The Clemson soccerites lost de- 
cisively to the Riverside ball 
pushers over in Gainesville the 
other day after they had pre- 
viously set them back. They tell 
us that it was just too cold for 
the Bengal representatives . . . 
Although this department in- 
tended to publish its All-South- 
ern eleven, we changed our 
minds because we didn't f<Sel as 
though we already knew enough 
about the individual players . . . 
Net Berry, June Scott, Paul Gaf- 
fney and Bob King are the only 
all-staters who repeated from 
last year. Gaffney is the only 
one who made it all three years. 
Ladies shoes dyed to match 
yojur   gowns. 
Sell your discarded shoes to 
Modern Electric 
Shoe Shop 
Watch Repairs 
All Work Guaranteed 
PAUL FEINSTEIN 
Clemson, S. C. 
ALL-STAR ELEVEN AND 
ALL-OPPONENT TEAMS 
SELECTED YESTERDAY 
Combined  Selections of the 
Sports   Writers  In   State 
Make Up The TIGER 11 
"THE   TIGER'S" 
AIJi-STATE 
IiE—(Bob King, Furman 
I/T—Manuel Black, Clemson 
LG—Paul Gaffney, Carolina 
C—Harold Iiewis, Clemson 
KG—Bill Bgyant, Clemson 
RT—Babb,   Furman 
RE—Alex Gettys,  Erskine 
QB—Joe   Berry,   Clemson 
HB—June  Scott,  Furman 
HB—J.     B.   Jacobs,     Presby- 
terian 
HB—Mac Folger, Clemson 
Honorable Mention: John- 
son, Carolina; S. McOonnell, 
Clemson; Sabados, Citadel; 
Beeman, Presbyterian; Payne, 
Clemson; Traynham, Furman; 
Harshbarger,. Citadel; Kiss, 
Carolina; Smith, Citadel, and 
Jenkins,   Furman.       
Joe Berry, June Scott, and 
Mac Folger, all backs, were un- 
animously chqsen on the Tiger's 
1936 All-State football team, se- 
lected by polling the combined 
results of leading sports writers 
in Greenville, Charleston, Spar- 
tanburg, Columbia, and Anderson 
along with the Associated Press's 
honor eleven. 
Manuel Black pushed the lead- 
ers by getting all but one vote, 
while Bob King and Paul Gaff- 
ney were next in line. Berry, 
Scott, and King were the re- 
peaters from last year's selected 
team. 
1936   AMi-OPPONENT 
L/E—King Furman 
LiT—Burnansky,   Duke 
JJG—White, Alabama 
C—Myers, Kentucky 
RG—*Peters, Alabama 
*Fitzsimmons,  G». Tech 
RT—Nevers,  Kentucky 
RE—*Jordan,  Ga.  Tech 
*Taliaferro,    Duke 
QB—Parker,  Duke 
HB—Kilgrow,   Alabama 
HB—Johnson,   Kentucky 
HB—Riley, Alabama 
Honorable    mention:    Young, 
Alabama;      Cardwell,     Duke; 
Hackney, Duke; Appleby, Ga. 
Tech;   Konemann,   Ga.   Tech; 
and  Davis,   Kentucky. 
♦Indicates   tie 
•Bob King of Furman was 
the only player picked unanim- 
ously by the members of the 
Clemson football team for a posi- 
tion Ott this year's All-Opponent 
eleven. Clarence Parker, Joe 
Burnansky, and Arthur White 
followed close behind the high- 
flying   King. 
A cloee race for one of the 
tackle? posts developed between 
Young"' and Nevers, but /Nevers 
ekedfout a one-vote margin. 
Mye/s of Kentucky ran away 
from the rest of the field in the 
pivot-post struggle for supremacy. 
The varsity players agreed gen- 
erally !on the backfield combi- 
nation of Parker, Kilgrow, John- 
son,  and  Riley. 
This opposing eleven is select- 
ed annually by varsity members 
of the Bengal squad, and repre- 
sents the outstanding players 
from the teams the Tigers have 
played   during   the   season. 
Roll    Developed 
8 Never-fade Velox Prints, A C ft 
One ENLARGEMENT /QL 
JACI$  RABBIT  OO. 
Spartanburg,   S.   C.        (Coin) 
FURMAN WINS STATE 
TITLE INJAME HERE 
(Continued  from  page  one) 
King, Furman end, were ever 
clinging to the Clemson ball car- 
riers. He would not be com- 
pletely removed from a play arid 
proved himself to be all he is 
"cracked   up   to   be." 
The game was a struggle be- 
tween two brilliant lines fighting 
every inch of the way. The 
Wind's chance came when Borders 
blocked Sanders punt. Clemson 
recovered but their next punt 
from behind- their goal line was 
short, giving Furman tne uall on 
Clemsons 30 yard strip. From 
that point the Hurricane engi- 
neered a touchdown. The ball 
was carried over by Jenkins. To- 
ward the close of the final period 
another Clemson's kick was 
blocked giving Furman the ball 
on the offensive 2 yard marker. 
Scott tallied to bring the score 
to 12 to 0 and victory for Fur- 
man. 
S. M. ORR, '36, LOCATED 
IN GENERAL ELECTRIC 
Sam M. Orr, Jr., of the class 
of 1936 is connected with Gen- 
eral Electric in the research 
Laboratory of Dr. E. F. W. 
Alexanderson, chief consulting 
engineer of the General Electric 
Company. Mr. Orr was president 
of the Clemson chapter of Tau 
Beta Pi and the A.I.E.E. He 
was also winner of the Norj;is 
Medal. 
Stanley Fellers is now con- 
nected with the "Virginia Life 
Insurance Company in Columbia. 
Clemson Basketeers Tackle Duke 
Cagemen in Opener, December 16 
ARMY, TULANE, TECH 
UN SUICIDE SGHEDU LE 
(Continued from page one) 
played ten games, but there will 
be a longer lay-over before the 
Carolina game next fall than 
there was during the past season. 
Only six men will be lost to 
the Tiger cause through gradua- 
tion, and plenty of promising 
material is expected from this 
year's championship freshmen 
team. The men who have play- 
ed their last game for Clemson 
are: Captain Joe Berry, Mac 
Folger, Alternate Captain Man- 
uel Black, Don Shuford, Sam 
McConnell, and Winston Lawton. 
The schedule: 
Sept.   18—Presbyterian  here 
Sept.   25—Tulane  at New  Or- 
leans 
Oct.   2—Army at West Point 
Oct.   9—'Georgia at Athens 
Oct.   21—South     Carolina     at 
Columbia 
Oct.   30—Wake  Forest  here 
Nov.   6—Georgia   Tech  at  At- 
lanta 
Nov.    13—Florida   at   Gaines- 
ville 1 
Nov.    25—Furman   at    Green- 
ville. 
""Slippery slim slick saplings" 
and "rubber buggy bumpers" are 
some of the tongue-twisters that 
were given to Rensselaer Poly- 
technic institute students who 
were trying to win a position on 
the announcing staff of a local 
radio station. 
Veterans   Repoirt   for  Early 
Practice;   Coach  Davis 
Foresees Good Season 
After taking things easy dur- 
ing the Thanksgiving week, 
Coach Joe Davis is now working 
his varsity basketeers strenuous- 
ly in anticipation of the season's 
opener with Duke here on De- 
cember 16, followed by Tennessee 
in  Knoxville  the  next  night. 
Graduation losses make the 
situation anything but bright as 
Coach Davis attempts to mould 
a formidable five from three let- 
termen and a host of sophomores. 
The calibre of the team hinges 
more or less on the ability of the 
sophs to make the grade. At 
present, two of these new men, 
Jack Bryce and Wister Jackson, 
are standing out, and will prob- 
ably see much service during the 
forthcoming campaign. N«well 
Crawford, a reserve from last 
year's championship outfit has 
improved considerably and is ex- 
pected to get the call to arms a- 
long with Bob Carter, another 
reserve, Dick Miller, star fresh 
last season, Percy Caldwell, a 
lanky forward, and Watson Ma- 
gee, a football player. 
Again this year, Coach Davis 
has arranged a schedule which 
will pit the Bengal basket tossers 
against the best in the South, 
including Ga. Tech, Georgia, 
North Carolina, N. C) State, Duke 
Tennessee, South Carolina, Flori- 
da, Auburn, and Furman. 
B. B Blackwell, '35, is con- 
nected with the C&WC railroad 
in Augusta, Ga. 
Evening in Paris Sets 
Coty Sets 
Houbigant Sets 
April Shower Sets 
Dresser Sets 
-o- 
•   COLLEGE SEAL JEWELRY 
Compacts - Bracelets - Necklaces - Novelties 
RADIO S—Crosley, Fada, General Electric, 
and RCA 
A Small Radio Makes a Wonderful Gift 
Use Your ROTC Checks on Christmas Goods 
X.  (B. STcaiUn 
*3)zMa Gcmpany, unc. 
P.    S.    McCOLLUM,    Owner 
The Official College Book and Supply Store 
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McAdams and Cannon Named Heads 
Of Iota Lambda Sigma Fraternity 
Prof. Tate Is Renamed Sec- 
retary of Industrial Educa- 
tion Organization 
At a Tecent meeting of the 
Iota Lambda Sigma, national 
honorary . Industrial Education 
fraternity, R. M. McAdams and 
J. H. Cannon were chosen presi- 
dent and vice-president respec- 
tively. Professor H. S. Tate was 
re-elected to the office of secre- 
tary and treasurer. 
The new officers have assum- 
ed the duties of their positions 
and are rapidly forming plans for 
the completion of a successful 
. program during the remainder of 
the year. It was announced that 
in the near future initiates for 
the fraternity will be chosen from 
the eligible students majoring in 
Industrial Education. 
WORK IS FINISHED ON 
NEW TORNADO DEVICE 
Dr. Jean Picard, stratosphere 
halloonist and professor of aero- 
nautical engineering at the Un- 
iversity of Minnesota recently put 
the finishing touches of hfs "tor- 
aado machine", which manufac- 
tures small-size tornadoes for" 
laboratory  study. 
The dark hour of a man's life 
is when he sits down to plan 
how to get money without earn- 
ing it.—Horace  Greely. 
KINARO ACCEPTS NEW 
POST WITHWH1TMAN 
Prominent Textile Graduate 
Made Manager of Depart- 
ment of  Large Firm 
DISTINGUISHED   CAREER 
James P. Kinard, graduate of 
the School of Textiles of Clemson 
College in 1922, has been ap- 
pointed manager of the cotton 
gray goods department of Wil- 
liam Whitman & Co. according 
to Associated Press. 
During the past nine years 
Mr. Kinard has been associated 
with Deering-Milliken & Co and 
for five years prior to that with 
the former Hunter Manufactur- 
ing'' and CommissioA Co. While 
with the latter two organizations 
he was identified with the sell- 
ing of the products manufactured 
by Judson Mills. 
'Mr. Kinard is the son of Dr. 
^nd Mrs. James P. Kinard of 
Winthrop College, Rock Hill, 
South Carolina. 
J. O. Riley, a member of the 
staff of the New York Herald 
Tribune, was on the campus this 
week to visit Ben Robertson, Jr., 
'23, who formerly worked with 
him   on   the   same   newspaper. 
Sikes Urges Students 
Cooperation 
Dr. E. W. Sikes, college 
president, this morning urged 
a 100% student backing of 
the drive to sell Christmas 
Tuberculosis seals which op- 
ened here today. "The funds 
realized on this campus will 
go directly to the state com- 
mittee and will be of untold 
benefit to the entire campaign. 
If every student will invest 
the price of one 'dope' in 
Christmas seals we will be 
able to make a worthy con- 
tribution",  said the president. 
New Publications 
In Local Library 
Several new government pub- 
lications have been received at 
the library in the past week. The 
library is a Government Publi- 
cation Depository and ljiew Gov- 
ernment publications are con- 
stantly received. 
Included in the most recent 
list of publications are: Silver, 
Its Properties and Industrial Us- 
es; The Smithsonian Institution 
Report; Proceedings of The Unit- 
ed States National Museum; Soil 
Survey and many farming bulle- 
tins and educational survey jour- 
nals. Two interesting new pub- 
lications that bave been issued 
this fall are: The Old Age Pen- 
sion Plans and Organizations, 
and   several   bulletins 
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0 BLECKLEY'S   DRY  CLEANERS. 
Cleaning and  Pressing Repairing  and  Altering   I 
p 
Cash and Carry 0 
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HOKE SLOAN'S f6r Xmas Gifts 
BALFOUR'S Swell Line of Jewelry! 
Evening in Paris Sets—We hold your check until af- 
ter Christmas on these Gifts if you desire. 
"Get Dad a  Present  Before You Leave" 
When I'm for a thing I'm all for it! 
I like Chesterfields...I like 'em a lot 
.. .we all go for 'em around here. 
Chesterfields are milder...and when 
it comes to taste—they're SWELL! 
for the good things 
smoking can give you... 
Copyright 1936, LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO Co. 
